Cuyahoga County: Concerns and Recommendations
From Those with Lived Experience in Foster Care
The Overcoming Hurdles in Ohio Youth Advisory Board (OHIO YAB) is a statewide organization
of young people (ages 14-24) who have experienced foster care. The OHIO YAB exists to be the
knowledgeable statewide voice that influences policies and practices that impact youth who have or
will experience out of home care.
Alumni of Care Together Improving Outcomes Now Ohio (ACTION Ohio) is dedicated to
improving outcomes for current and former foster care youth. ACTION Ohio initiatives include
Thanksgiving Together and Three Days on the Hill.
On behalf of the OHIO YAB and ACTION Ohio, we commend staff members Cristina
Sarsama and Marilyn Henderson for having the courage to testify before the Cuyahoga County
Council about struggles experienced in Cuyahoga County. As longtime call takers for the
county’s child abuse hotline, they shared that the hotline is currently going unanswered: “So
when you call 696-KIDS, nobody will be there to answer your call for hours at a time.”
Sadly, this is not a new problem. Articles about teens being temporarily housed in the Jane
Edna Hunter Social Service Center date back to June of 2020. As current and former foster
youth ourselves, we believe that Cuyahoga County needs more than a rapid response; it needs
a thorough one.
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It saddens us that in a building that exists for the purpose of child protection, and that is named
after such a powerful advocate, children and teens are literally not being protected. It is
unacceptable for an 11-year-old to come into protective custody and experience rape as a
result. Providence House provides two-week crisis placements; why wasn’t 11-year-old
entrusted to their care?

Recommendations from Current and Former Foster Youth
1.) ODJFS Leadership is needed: We often hear that our state does things in 88 different ways, due
to being county-administered. However, there must be a minimum standard, at which the state must
step in to ensure basic safety. We have reached out to ODJFS leadership and asked them to review
the Ohio Revised Code as referenced below.
Section 5101.24 | Actions for failure to meet performance standards.
Ohio Revised Code/Title 51 Public Welfare/Chapter 5101 Department Of Job And Family ServicesGeneral Provision
The department may take one or more of the following actions against the responsible county
grantee…
(5) Perform, or contract with a government or private entity for the entity to perform, the family
services duty until the department is satisfied that the responsible county grantee ensures that
the duty will be performed satisfactorily.

The urgency of this situation requires an intense level of triage. This is not the time for
bureaucracy or “business as usual.” We understand that ODJFS has been holding meetings with
county leadership and multi-system youth teams. During our recent communication with ODJFS staff
members, we have stressed that:
•
•

Meetings must lead to action steps.
Figuring out options for youth who need emergency care after hours and on weekends is
several years overdue.
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2.) This is a time for partnerships and working together. There is a natural tendency to selfisolate while struggling. But this can impede receiving help. This is an iceberg of an issue that
requires a comprehensive approach. Ohio youth leaders suggested that following resources could be
utilized to assist:
•
•
•
•
•

Inviting local behavioral health agencies to assist with screening
Utilizing mobile response teams, comprised of an interdisciplinary team of mental health
professionals to help address behavioral health crises in a community
Partnering with Ohio RISE
Utilizing existing beds and 24-hour staff in the area
Inviting child and family advocates to come to the building to educate the youth themselves

2.) Intentionality is key in moving forward. Cuyahoga County has been struggling to find shortterm emergency beds for youth awaiting placement since at least 2018, according to a timeline the
county provided. Cuyahoga County’s displaced youth have been waiting for years to be ensured of a
bed and a pillow - but they deserve much more than that. There needs to be a vision for physical and
emotional safety, including required trainings on trauma-informed care.

County-proposed solutions

Youth concerns and suggestions

a.) Spending $27,000 on keycards for
stairways?

This doesn’t safeguard youth.

b.) Issuing an RFP with a “No eject or
reject” policy

Doesn’t this risk creating a dumping ground? Why are
they lumping in youth with pending charges with those
with specialized needs?
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County-proposed solutions
c.) Asking Cleveland Christian Home to
hold eight beds for emergency county
placements.

Youth concerns and suggestions
Will eight beds be enough? According to reports,
there are an average of 6-12 youth spending nights in
the Jane Edna building.
What services, including therapy, and oversight will be
provided? How long will youth stay there?

d.) Increasing wages to make Cuyahoga
County workers the highest paid in the
state.

Money might bring in initial applicants, but will they
stay?
What will be done to improve day-to-day working
conditions?
Where is the accountability for Cuyahoga County
Administration?
It doesn’t make sense to take staff members off the
child abuse hotline to monitor youth, just because they
are the only ones in the building 24/7.
Why weren’t other staff hired/allocated to fulfill this
role?

e.) Assigning a sheriff’s deputy to the
building full-time.

This could be harmful or helpful, depending on how it’s
rolled out. It could be trauma-inducing.
What is the deputy’s role?
Will the deputy be restraining youth? Arresting youth?
Keeping them from leaving the building?
Will the deputy be trained in trauma-informed care and
crisis prevention?

f.) The county is drafting plans to convert
In a sense, this is coming full circle to this building’s
the Metzenbaum Center into a 16-bed
prior role.
residential drop-off site where youth can
receive services while awaiting placement. What measures will be put in place to keep youth from
staying there too long?
What will be done to ensure accountability, child
safety, and proper supervision?
Will there be trauma-screening, and therapists onsite?
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County-proposed solutions
g.) The county is working with law
enforcement agencies to draft a protocol
for what steps officers must take before
turning over a child to county custody,
including de-escalation tactics that might
allow a child to remain at home.

Youth concerns and suggestions
Does this run the risk of undermining the role of law
enforcement as mandated reporters? What if the child
feels unsafe in their biological home?
*Please see below references to “immediate or
threatened physical or emotional harm.

Section 2151.022 | Taking child into custody.
(Last updated: May 16, 2002)
Ohio Revised Code/Title 21 Courts-Probate-Juvenile/Chapter 2151 Juvenile Court
(3) By a law enforcement officer or duly authorized officer of the court when any of the
following conditions are present:
(a) There are reasonable grounds to believe that the child is suffering from illness or
injury and is not receiving proper care, as described in section 2151.03 of the Revised
Code, and the child's removal is necessary to prevent immediate or threatened physical
or emotional harm;
(b) There are reasonable grounds to believe that the child is in immediate danger from
the child's surroundings and that the child's removal is necessary to prevent immediate
or threatened physical or emotional harm;
(c) There are reasonable grounds to believe that a parent, guardian, custodian, or other
household member of the child's household has abused or neglected another child in the
household and to believe that the child is in danger of immediate or threatened physical
or emotional harm from that person.

4.) Circling back to previous recommendations by Case Western.
*Addressing and Preventing Child Abuse in Cuyahoga County: Toward a Coordinated Approach,
Case Western Reserve University, Schubert Center for Child Studies, released April 2021
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Recommendations that came from this study were to:
• Assemble a core team in partnership with the greater Cleveland hospital systems and other
key stakeholders to develop a county-wide system to better address and prevent child abuse.
• Coordinate interagency data sharing to create an early warning system, as a key component to
a system-wide approach to address and further prevent child abuse.
5.) Utilize those with “lived experience” as experts. In a youth-serving system, youth are viewed
as the passive recipients of programs, services and resources. But a youth empowering approach
makes it possible for the youth themselves to identify issues that need to be addressed and map out
solutions. The OHIO YAB and ACTION Ohio would love to help develop a training track that is
informed by the “lived experience” of those who have experienced out-of-home care.
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